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81st OREGON LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY--2021 Regular Session

Senate Joint Resolution 20
Sponsored by Senator GIROD; Senators FINDLEY, THATCHER (Presession filed.)

SUMMARY

The following summary is not prepared by the sponsors of the measure and is not a part of the body thereof subject
to consideration by the Legislative Assembly. It is an editor’s brief statement of the essential features of the
measure as introduced.

Proposes amendment to Oregon Constitution prohibiting corporation, professional corporation,
nonprofit corporation or labor organization that has current contract with state from making con-
tribution to any candidate or political committee.

Refers proposed amendment to people for their approval or rejection at next regular general
election.

JOINT RESOLUTION

Be It Resolved by the Legislative Assembly of the State of Oregon:

PARAGRAPH 1. Section 8, Article II of the Constitution of the State of Oregon, is amended to

read:

Sec. 8. (1) The Legislative Assembly shall enact laws to support the privilege of free suffrage,

prescribing the manner of regulating[,] and conducting elections[,] and prohibiting under adequate

penalties[,] all undue influence therein[,] from power, bribery, tumult[,] and other improper conduct.

(2) The Legislative Assembly, the governing body of a city, county, municipality or district em-

powered by law or by this Constitution to enact legislation, or the people through the initiative

process, may enact laws or ordinances within its jurisdiction that:

(a) Limit contributions made in connection with political campaigns or to influence the outcome

of any election in a manner that does not prevent candidates and political committees from gather-

ing the resources necessary for effective advocacy;

(b) Require the disclosure of contributions or expenditures made in connection with political

campaigns or to influence the outcome of any election;

(c) Require that an advertisement made in connection with a political campaign or to influence

the outcome of any election identify the persons or entities that paid for the advertisement; and

(d) Limit expenditures made in connection with political campaigns or to influence the outcome

of any election to the extent permitted under the Constitution of the United States.

(3) Subsection (2) of this section applies to laws and ordinances enacted by the Legislative As-

sembly or the governing body of a city, county, municipality or district, or enacted or approved by

the people through the initiative process, on or after January 1, 2016.

(4)(a) A corporation, professional corporation, nonprofit corporation or labor organization

that has a current contract with the state may not make a contribution directly or indirectly

from treasury funds to any candidate or political committee.

(b) A candidate or political committee may not accept a contribution prohibited by this

subsection.

(5) Subsection (4) of this section does not apply to:

(a) Contributions from a corporation, professional corporation, nonprofit corporation or

labor organization to a political committee organized exclusively to support or oppose a ballot
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(b) Communications on any subject by:

(A) A corporation, professional corporation or nonprofit corporation to the shareholders

and executive or administrative personnel of the corporation, professional corporation or

nonprofit corporation and the families of the shareholders and executive or administrative

personnel of the corporation, professional corporation or nonprofit corporation; or

(B) A labor organization to the members of the labor organization and the families of

members of the labor organization.

(c) Nonpartisan registration and get-out-the-vote campaigns by:

(A) A corporation, professional corporation or nonprofit corporation aimed at the share-

holders and executive or administrative personnel of the corporation, professional corpo-

ration or nonprofit corporation and the families of the shareholders and executive or

administrative personnel of the corporation, professional corporation or nonprofit corpo-

ration; or

(B) A labor organization aimed at the members of the labor organization and the families

of members of the labor organization.

PARAGRAPH 2. The amendment proposed by this resolution shall be submitted to the

people for their approval or rejection at the next regular general election held throughout

this state.
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